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Xiamen Kingtom Rubber-Plastic Co., Ltd.

Anti Slip Rubber Walkway Mats
For Blind Road
Blind Road Rubber Mats long
durability, easy to clean, suitable for
laying in the ground are suitable for
all kinds of indoor and outdoor
venues, such as amusement
facilities playing field, kindergarten,
primary and secondary schools
sports equipment area.The national
fitness path channel area, park,
pedestrian bridge, shooting range,
gymnastics games stadium this
product environmental protection and with high shock absorption force and slide effect.
Blind Road Rubber Mats long durability, easy to clean, suitable for laying in the ground are
suitable for all kinds of indoor and outdoor venues, such as amusement facilities playing
field, kindergarten, primary and secondary schools sports equipment area. The national
fitness path channel area, park, pedestrian bridge, shooting range, gymnastics games
stadium this product environmental protection and with high shock absorption force and
slide effect.

Product Parameter of the Anti Slip Rubber Walkway Mats For Blind Road:
①Product name: Anti Slip Rubber Walkway Mats For Blind Road
②Material: EPDM NBR Silicon or Can Custom
③Logo: Can Custom
④Size: Can Custom
⑤Can Custom: Black or custom
⑥Application: Automotive
⑦Certifications: IATF16949 ,ISO14001:2015,ROHS,CMC, etc
⑧Delivery: 30 -50days after sample confirmation
⑨Sample: 25-30 days
⑩Payment: 30% deposit, 70% payment before shipment
⑪Package: PE bags, Cartons,Pallet

⑫Payment Terms: T/T,L/C and so on.
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⑬Shipment Way: Vessel,Air,Express etc.
Product Feature AND Application of the Anti Slip Rubber Walkway Mats For Blind
Road:
Rubber mats for blind road is a convenient road facility for the safety of the blind.
Generally paved by three types of brick, one is strip direction guide brick, guide the blind
rest assured forward, called walking blind brick, or blind direction guide brick; One type is
the cue brick with dots, indicating that there are obstacles in front of the blind, it is time to
turn, called the cue blind brick, or blind direction guide brick; The last category is blind
road danger warning lead brick, dot larger, warning do not go beyond, danger in front.
Black rubber mats for blind road according to the national industry standard size
specifications production, excellent design, with a sensitive sense of touch, strong
corrosion, wear resistance and long life and other characteristics. This high strength
plastic rubber blind brick surface is beautiful and smooth, suitable for indoor or outdoor
decoration. Concave and convex models not only make blind roads safer, but also
beautify the environment.
It is mainly used for laying of urban roads and railway stations, bus stations, subway
platforms, intercity railways and sidewalks. It is a special facility for disabled people to
walk barrier-free safely.
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